Abstract: Hume has a special place in justifications of claims made for rational choice theory to offer a unified language and explanatory framework for the social sciences. He is invoked in support of the assumptions characterising the instrumental rationality of agents and the constancy of their motivations across different institutional settings. This paper explores the problems with the expansionary aims of rational choice theory through criticism of these appeals to Hume. First, Hume does not assume constancy. Moreover, Hume's sensitivity to the relationships between institutional setting and individual motivation owes something to the relative transparency of the plural language of vices and virtues that he employs. Second, rational choice theory's minimal modification of Hume's account of the relation of reason and the passions through the introduction of constraints of consistency on preferences is unstable.
Rational Choice Theory and Universal Economics
Rational choice theory under the particular interpretation it receives in neoclassical micro-economics 1 has ambitions to unify the social sciences: "the economic approach provides a valuable unified framework for understanding allhuman behaviour" (Becker 1976, 14) . At least two claims are made on its behalf. The first is that it provides a unified language for the social sciences. The concepts of neo-classical economic theory are claimed to be universal in application:
"There is only one social science. What gives economics its imperialist invasive power is that our analytical categories-scarcity, cost, preferences, opportunities etc.-are truly universal in applicability." (Hirschleifer 1985, 66) The second and stronger claim is that rational choice theory under its neoclassical interpretation offers not just a unifying language but also explanatory unity to the social sciences. The assumptions that are employed to explain the behaviour of actors in the market can be generalised to explain human behaviour in any social setting.
The claim that rational choice theory · offers explanatory unity is based on three groups of assumptions. First, methodological individualism, the assumption that all social phenomena are explicable in terms that only involve reference to the properties and behaviour of individuals. Second, the assumptions used about the instrumental rationality of the agent in the market who aims to maximise expected utility: the agent is rational in the sense of aiming, under the constraint of some finite budget, to maximise preference satisfaction given complete and consistent assignments of probabilities to outcomes of actions and given a particular preference structure-preferences are complete, reflexive, and transitive. Third, the assumption that the agent has, in addition to minimal virtues of instrumental rationality, the virtue of constancy: the same assumptions can be employed to explain the behaviour of an actor in different roles: specifically, the axioms that characterise the agent as an actor in markets apply equally to all other institutional settings. The scope of economic theory is thus quite general. In principle the behaviour of individuals in any social setting, be it politics, the family, the scientific community, or any other association, can be explained by the same set of assumptions. The assumptions that are taken to have this universal application here can themselves be understood minimally-to refer only to those describing instrumental rationality-or more strongly to include assumptions that the agent is self-interested. The use of the stronger assumptions concerning self-interest is perhaps best exemplified by public choice theory. If individuals act as rational self-interested agents in the marketplace, "the inference should be that they will also act similarly in other and nonmarket behavioural settings" (Buchanan 1972, 22) . Against the 'conventional wisdom' which is taken to hold "that the market is made up of private citizens trying to benefit themselve~, but that government is concerned with something called the public interest" (Tullock 1970, v) , the public choice theorist claims that the same assumptions about the agent should apply in both. Specifically, the axioms that characterise the rational self-interested agent in economic life should be taken to apply also to the explanation of the behaviour of bureauerat and politician in their political activities.
Hume has a special place in justifications of the expansionary project for rational choice theory. He does so for two reasons. In the first place he is the theorist who is normally invoked in justifying the second set of assumptions in rational choice theory concerning the instrumental rationality of agents. Rational choice theory is taken to start from the Humean assumption that reason only serves the passions (Hume 1978, Il.ü.3) . Passions or preferences cannot be themselves either rational or irrational. While this is the starting point, rational choice theory does modify the assumption, by adding constraints of consistency on preferences. Most rational choice theorists are 'moderate' rather than 'extreme' Humeans (Broome 1993) . Secondly, Hume is also taken to provide support for the third assumption, that of constancy. Appeal is made to Hume's general claim that humans are moved by certain "constant and universal principles of human nature" (Hume 1975, 65) . 2 lndeed the more specific claim of public choice theory, that in politics every man pursues private interests, is sometimes traced back to Hume:
"Political writers have established it as a maxim, that, in contriving any system of government, and fixing. the several checks and controls of the constitution, every man ought to be supposed to be a knave, and to have no other end, in all his actions, than private interest." ('Of the Independency of Parliament', Hume 1985, 42) 3 In this paper I want to dispute these appeals to Hume as a foundation for rational choice theory and its expansionary ambitions. I do not do so primarily for reasons of scholarship, toset the historical record right, nbr still to defend Hume. It is rather that the way the Humean justifications fail points to problems with the assumptions and unifying aims of rational choice theory under its neo-classical interpretation.
In section 2 I consider the claim that Hume offers grounds for the assumption of constancy. While Hume did hold that certain dispositions were constant and universal features of the human condition-"ambition, avarice, self-love, vanity, friendship, generosity, public spirit" (Hume 1975, 65 )-he goes on in the following passages of the Enqu.iry to qualify that claim: "We must not, however, expect that this uniformity of human actions should be carried to such a length as that all men, in the same circumstances, will always act in exactly the same manner. Such a uniformity in every particular, is found in no part of nature" (Hume 1975, 65) . 4 In particular, Hume's political economy does not support the assumption of constancy which is required to found the expansionary aims of economics, i.e. the assumption that the postulates employed to explain the behaviour of actors in markets can be generalised to explain behaviour in non-market contexts. Indeed it would be surprising if it did, since, with other classical political economists, a major explanatory problern he was concerned to address was the specification of the conditions in which commercial society could flourish in the first place.
Hume's political economy illustrates a more general point that has implication for questions about he adequacy of the language of rational choice theory. Not only is Hume's account of the motivational structures of individuals in different commercial and non-commercial societies more nuanced than the rational choice portrait would suggest, his work illustrates a shift in the language of economic theory, a shift in which the eighteenth century political economy was of particular significance. Hume's sensitivity to the relationships between institutional setting and individual motivation owes something to the relative transparency of the plural language of vices and virtues that he employs which is lost in the transformation into the more austere language of self-interest, egoism and utility-maximisation in which modern economic theory is written. In section 2 I will argue that the very language in which the discussion of rational choice theory is framed lends undeserved plausibility to its unifying claims. The claim that modern economic theory offers the proper unifying language for the social sciences is mistaken.
In section 3 I consider more briefly the Humean basis for rational choice assumptions about instrumental rationality. Here I suggest that rational choice theory's minimal modification of Hume's account of the relation of reason and the passions through the introduction of constraints of consistency on preferences is unstable. The difficulties point to problems with the basic assumptions of 'rational choice theory' as it is conceived in neo-classical economic theory.
From Augustinian to Neo-Classical Economics
"Thus by means and help of ... commerce all necessaries for this life are supplied without intermixing charity with it. So that in states where charity has no admittance, because true religion is banished there, men do not cease to live with as much peace, safety, and comfort, as if they lived in a Republic of Saints.'' (Nicole 1997, 3) "There is by · now a large and fairly imposing line of economists from Adam Smith to the present who have sought to show that a decentralised economy motivated by self interest and guided by price signals would be compatible with a coherent disposition of economic resources that could be regarded, in a well defined sense, as superior to a large dass of possible alternative dispositions. '' (Arrow /Hahn 1971, vi-vii) Contrast and compare the following two sets of questions: The first set of questiÖns has a long history in the Augustinian tradition · of political thought (Deane 1963) . To those question the Augustinian answers are roughly as follows: to the third question, "no" ,-aVa.rice, the insatiable appetite f01; worldly things is a source of human unhappiness; to the first question, "yes" for we are fallen creatures; and to the second question also a qualified "yes;,, an earthly political order of sinners is possible and indeed has to constructed on the basis of the assumption that we are fallen beings. The second set of questions has a much shorter history. They are not questions that economists have asked 'ever since Adam Smith': Smith asked different questions. They rather define part of the project of modern welfare economics in the neo-classical tradition and within that tradition the answer to all three questions is, with some qualifications, "yes": the positive answer to the first question is an axiom defining the rational economic agent; the positive answer to the second · is a basic theorem of welfare economics-ideal markets issue in Pareto optimal outcomes; a positive answer to the third question is more contentious-there are economists who want to distinguish 'utility' and 'welfare' 5 -but in most economic textbooks on the new welfare economics it is taken to be true in virtue of the fact the terms "utility" and "well-being" are interchangeable so that to maximise personal utility is to maximise wellbeing.
There are parallels between the questions, and in their more popular expositians neo-classical economists sometimes shift into more Augustinian turns of phrase. Not only are there parallels between the questions, there is an historical story to be told as to how the second set of questions developed in part from the first: the Augustinian passage from the seventeenth century Jansenist, Pierre Nicole, that opens this section, is ancestor to the passage from Arrow and Hahn that follows. It is a story to which I will return briefly later. However, while there are parallels and historicalconnections, there is a clear shift in the language in which the questions are put and answered. It is that · shift in the vocabulary of the debate that will concern me here. My concern in examining this shift, I should state at the outset, is not to endorse either the Augustinian questions or answers. I would not want to do either. It is rather to show how the shift in language gives undeserved plausibility to contentious explanatory and normative claims in social choice theory.
What is the nature of these changes in language? Some of the changes involved occurred only in this century. The concept of 'utility' in economic theory has over the last hundred years shifted from a substantive to formal interpretation. In the last century and early in this, the term "utility" carried a commitment to a substantive account of welfare, defined in terms of subjective states. In Jevons utility is defined in hedonistic terms (Jevons 1970, 91 andpassim) , and in Marshall and Pigou it still refers to some psychological state, an 'affection of the mind': the strength of preferences for a good, measured by a person's willingness to pay for their satisfaction at the margin, is an indirect measure of subjective states (Marshall 1962, III.iii; 1; Pigou 1920, 24) . In the modern textbook the relation between preferences and subjective states disappears. 6 The term "utility" is defined in terms of a preference ordering. The account is purely formal in the sense that it says nothing about the content of preferences only their structure. It makes no assumptions about the constituents of human wellbeing. On this account of utility, there are no grounds for any assumptions about the egoism or altruism of agents, or their proclivity to avarice or generosity. That individuals are concerned to satisfy a consistent set of preferences under budget constraints does not imply that agents are egoists in any strong sense of the term. It all depends what preferences they have. As Hahn and Hollis put, the definition of utility rules out neither Ghengis Kahn nor the saint (Hahn/Hollis 1979, 4).
Much economics does assume, however, that individuals are 'self-interested' or 'egoistic'. The notion of individuals maximising their utility retains its Benthamite self-seeking sense. However, of significance here is a second and earlier shift in terms of the debate between Augustinian questions and their modern counterparts, namely the language of egoism and self-interest itself. An underdiscussed feature of discussions of egoism and altruism is very recent origin in European languages of many of the concepts we use for self-interested dispositions and behaviour (Price 1988). The term "altruism" was coined by Comte in the mid-nineteenth century. The term "egoism" along with many other concepts to describe self-seeking dispositions emerged in the mid-eighteenth. While the concepts of private as against public 'interests' is older, the concept of 'self-interest' in its modern usage to describe economic advantage is likewise one that emerges in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Hirschman 1977, especially 31-42) . Now clearly, the late arrival of the terms does not necessarily indicate the late arrival of the dispositions they attempt to capture: much of the behaviour that we now call 'egoistic' and 'self-interested' has a much Ionger history. However, what does change are the terms of description. There has been a shift away from the use of specific virtue and vice terms such as . avarice, ambition, pride, envy, vanity, vainglory, conceit and the like in which the political economy of the seventeenth and eighteenth century is still often framed, to a moresober language of 'interests', 'preferences' and 'utility' in which the language of economics and rational choice in the nineteenth and twentieth is almost entirely framed.
Eighteenth century economics lies in the cusp of the two languages. Much eighteenth century economic writing is still largely written in the language of vice and virtue. In Mandeville's work for example it is the vices such as avarice, prodigality, pride, envy, vanity, folly and fickleness which have unintended beneficial consequences (Mandeville 1988, volume I, 25 and lOOff). Mandeville directly inherits the Augustinian themes of the Jansenists that fallen men without charity and driven only by self-love can live tagether in peace. The claim that commerce is a key institution through which peace is possible is already to be found in Jansenist texts. It is evident in Nicole's restatement of the Augustinian claim that opens this section of the paper. However it is not only in writers who write directly under Augustinian influence like Mandeville that the language of virtue and vice persists. It still pervades the work of the classical economists such as Hume and Smith, who were critical of Mandeville. 7 In the work of Hume and Smith the language of the interests and the languages of passions is used interchangeably. Consider the characteristics that Hume takes to be universals of human nature: "Ambition, avarice, self-love, vanity, friendship, generosity, public spirit" (Hume 1975, VIII, 65) . The term "self-interest" is used interchangeably with two different terms on this list-"avarice" and "self-love"-and each use carries a distinct sense.
Hume often uses self-interest interchangeably with avarice, the love of gain or avidity, ''the interested affection", most notably in Book III of A Treatise of Human Nature. Thus understood, self-interest is central to Hume's account of the conditions for commercial society. The passion of avarice, avidity, the love of gain is for Hume the foundation of commercial society: "it is more easy to account for the rise and progress of commerce in any kingdom than it is for that of learning . .. A varice, or the desire for gain, is a universal passion, which operates at all times, in all places, and upon all persons: But curiosity, or the love of knowledge, has a very limited inßuence ... " ('On the Rise and Progress of the Artsand Sciences', Hume 1985, 113) The problern of avarice for Hume is that it is both universal and destructive of society. "This avidity alone, of acquiring goods and possessions for ourselves and our nearest friends, is insatiable, perpetual, universal and directly destructive of society." (Hume 1978 , III.ii.2) As such it must be controlled, but neither our benevolence for strangers, nor more importantly any of the other passionsvanity, pity, envy, revenge etc.-are able to restrain it, the former because it is too weak, the latter because they are not constant. The only constant passion that is able to restrain the love of gain is that passion itself: "There is no passion, therefore capable of controlling the interested affection, but the very affection itself, by an alteration of its direction . .. [T] he passion of selfinterest ... itself alone restrains it." (Hume 1978, III.ii. 2) The self-restraint that the passion of self-interest exerts upon itself is the condition for the rules of justice and commerce. In this context "the pa.Ssion of self-interest" is being used in a narrow sense to refer specifically to the love of gain in cantrast with the other passions.
The cantrast between the specific passion of self-interest and the other passions takes on explanatory significance in Hume's political, economic and historical writing. A central problernthat Hume like other classical economic theorists was concerned to address was the specification of the conditions for the existence of commercial societies, both objective and subjective. In the Treatise Hume approaches the problern by way consideration of the institutional principles for the 'stabilisation' and 'transference' of property and the possibility of mutual promising through which the passion of self-interest is redirected to control itself (Hume 1978, III.ii.3-5) . However, in other of Hume's writing it is the contrast between, the passion of self-interest and the others that comes to the fore as part of his sociology of the conditions for the emergence of commercial society. Consider Hume's remarks about the incompatibility of absolute monarchy and commerce: "Commerce, therefore, in my opinion, is apt to decay in absolute governments, not because it is there less secure, but because it is less honourable. A subordination of ranks is absolutely necessary to the support of monarchy. Birth, titles, and place, must be honoured above industry and riches. And while these notions prevail, all the considerable traders will be tempted to throw up their commerce, in order to purchase some of those employments, to which privileges and honours are annexed." ('Of Civil Liberty', Hume 1985, 93) In traditional societies, 'birth, titles and place' are defined as the object of one's interest: to sacrifice them for money would be a sign of vulgarity. At the limit the prince, driven by the desire for glory, could throw away all goods for its sake. The theme runs through Hume's histories. Typical is his censure of Richard I: "Elated with hopes of fame, which in that age attended no wars but those against the infidels, he was blind to every other consideration; and when some of his wiser ministers objected to this dissipation of the revenue and power of the crown, he replied, that he would sell London itself could he find a purchaser." (Hume 1983, volume I, 380) In conditions of absolute monarchy, the passion for fame could subdue the passion of self-interest. Successful commercial societies require not just the redirection of the 'interested affection', but also conditions in which it is not subdued by countervailing passions. 8 Hume uses the term "self-interest" not only to refer to the specific passion of avarice, but also in a more general sense interchangeably with the concept of self-love. 9 The use is common in the eighteenth century. Butler for example uses the phrase "self-love and interestedness" understood "to be an affection to ourselves, a regard to our private good" (Butler 1983, IV.ll). The concept of self-love is the one single older term that might be thought to do some of the work of the more recent term egoism. Indeed it is not uncommon to find commentators using the term "egoism" in discussions of classical texts that employ equivalents of the English term "self-love" and employing the distinction between egoism and altruism to describe the cantrast drawn between self-love and benevolence. What is meant by "self-love"? In both classical philosophical and biblical texts the concept of self-love is used in both a narrow negative sense and a wide non-negative sense. Thus Aristotle claims that while it can be to describe a narrow pursuit of "the biggest share of money, honours and bodily pleasures", and is commonly thus understood, proper selflove incorporates wider attachments: the virtuous areproper self-lovers (Aristotle 1985, IX). In Biblical texts, the concept is sometimes likewise used in a narrow negative sense to describe various vices of character-covetousness, pride, an absence of filial obedience etc. ( Timothy 2, 3)-and sometimes in a neutral or positive sense, most notably in the commandment "love thy neighbour as thyself" (Leviticus, XIX, 18; Luke X, 27; Matthew, XIX, 19; XXII, 39). The distinction between improper self-love in the negative sense and true self-love runs through Augustine's texts. 10 The negative use is that which is 8 See also for example Hume's comments on the effect of commerce on making "the Iove of gain prevail over the Iove of pleasure" ('Of Interest', Hume 1985, 301) . 9 See for example Hume 1975, 174, 178 . 1° For a detailed discussion see O'Donovan, 1980 . See also Aquinas: "Love of self is taken up in the Augustinian writings of Jansenists like Nicole, where self-love (!'amour-propre) in a narrow senseistaken to underlie commercial society. In eighteenth century writers the distinction between the two forms of self-love is sometimes marked by the contrast between 'immoderate' or 'excessive' self-love and 'reasonable' self-love (Butler 1983, II.9 ). The distinction is central for example to Butler's infiuential arguments for the compatibility of self-love and benevolence. A dispassionate and reasonable understanding of our interests requires that we should not be over-concerned with ourselves: "Disengagement is absolutely necessary to enjoyment; and a person may have so steady and fixed an eye upon his own interest, whatever he places it in, as may hinder him from attending to many gratifications within his reach, which others have their minds free and open to." (Butler 1983, IV.8) Thus 'immoderate self-love', love of self to the exclusion of other affections, is contrary to a persons private good. "Immoderate self love does very ill consult its own interests; and how much soever a paradox it should appear, it is certainly true that even from self-love we should endeavour to get over all inordinate regard to and consideration of ourselves." (Butler 1983, IV.8) The paradox allows Butler to conclude that the call of benevolence, acting for the sake of others, is not contrary to self-love: "there is no peculiar contrariety between self-love and benevolence, no greater competition between these than between any other particular affections and self-love." (Butler 1983, IV.12) Implicit in the last remark is Butler's more general point that self-love is a secondorder affection that presupposes more specific passions and interests to give it content: "The very idea of an interested pursuit necessarily presupposes particular passions or appetites; since the very idea of interest or happiness consists in this, that an appetite or affection enjoys its object. It is not because we love ourselves that we find delight in such and such objects, but because we have particular affections towards them. Take away these affections, and you leave self-love absolutely nothing at all to employ itself about ... " (Butler 1983, Preface.37) The uses of "self-love" in both narrower and broader senses are also acknowledged by Hume. Thus he notes, with criticism, its narrow and pejorative use: "Avarice, ambition, vanity and all passions vulgarly, though improperly, comprised under the denomination of self-love ... " (Hume 1975, 221) In contrast to that account, Hume echoes Butler's claim that self-love in its proper sense is a second-order affection that is parasitic on first-order passions. Thus, in the course of his rejection of the claim that all human action is motivated by self-love in the second appendix to the Enquiries Hume writes: "If I have no vanity, I take no delight in praise; if I be void of ambition, power gives me no enjoyment: if I be not angry, the common to all in one way; in another way it is proper to the good; in a third way it is proper to the wicked." (Aquinas 1952, 11.11.25. 7) punishment of an adversary is totally indifferent to me. In all these cases there is a passion which points immediately to the object, and constitutes it our good or happiness; as there are other secondary passions which afterwards arise and pursue it as part of our happiness, when once it is constituted such by our original affections. Were there no appetite of any kind antecedent to selflove, that propensity could scarcely ever exert itself ... " (Hume 1975, 253) Since, self-love in this generalsense is understood tobe a secondary affection that is derivative upon the distinct first order passions, first order affections for other persans cannot be said tobe itself derivative on the second order passion of self-love: "Now where is the difficulty in conceiving, that this may likewise be the case with benevolence and friendship, and that, from the original frame of our temper, we may feel a desire for another's happiness or good, which by means of that affection, becomes our own good, and is afterwards pursued from the combined motives of benevolence and self-enjoyment?" (Hume 1975, 254) Hume's work stands prior to a shift in the language of political economy from a language that employs specific virtue and vice terms, such as avarice, ambition, vanity, along with the more general concept of self-love, to a language exclusively of self-interest, egoism and the maximisation of expected utility in which virtue and vice terms largely disappear. Is there anything of significance in this shift in language? Does it matter? One possible answer is that it does not. Price (1988), for example, argues that it is simply a paradox that the recent terms which describe universal self-seeking dispositions have arrived so late in history. Had the terms had a Ionger history earlier theorists such as Machiavelli would have agreed with the assertion that human action had an egoistic or selfish character. This response is not I think entirely satisfactory. Whether or not the shift in language does mark a change in dispositions I leave aside here. Even if there is only a shift in language, not in real dispositions, the shift matters. Whatever other advantages the more austere language of modern economics might have, the shift involves a loss of distinctions and sensitivity to motivational shifts across different institutions. In doing so it gives a spurious plausibility to the assumption of constancy of motivations across institutions.
It is notable in this regard that Hume makes a poor starting point for claims about constancy. The claim that Hume offers grounds for the claim that assumptions about the behaviour of agents in markets can be generalised elsewhere, including politics, is false. While Hume did hold that certain dispositions were constant and universal features of the human condition, including avarice or the Iove of gain, these universal characteristics are plural and different institutional contexts both foster and rely upon distinct human passions.
Hurne's political economy indeed illustrates how the universal principles and the particularities of culture are supposed to rneet. Because he is concerned to specify the rnotivational conditions for the existence of cornmercial society, he is less inclined than modern neo-classical econornists to assurne that the rnotivations exhibited in comrnercial society can be extended to explain all behaviour. It is only where riches, rather than honour becorne objects of esteern that cornrnercial institutions can flourish. Interestingly, if Hurne here anticipates any recent economic theory, it is not public choice theory but rather the institutional economics of Polanyi: "The outstanding discovery of recent historical and anthropological researchisthat rnan's economy, as a rule, is subrnerged in his social relationships. He does not act so as to safeguard his individual interest in the possession of material goods; he acts so as to . safeguard his social standing, his social claims, his social assets. He values material goods only in sofaras they serve this end." (Polanyi 1957, 46) The emergence of market econornies requires that money-rnaking is a source of social standing.U The point echoes Hume's clairn that while the original motive for riches may lie in the direct pleasures they might bring "the possessor has also a secondary satisfaction in riches arising from the love and esteern he acquires by them ... This secondary satisfaction or vanity becornes one of the principal recornmendations of riches, and is the chief reason, why we either desire them for ourselves, or esteern them in others." (Hume 1978, II.ii.5) Hume's account of the motivational structures of individuals in different cornrnercial and non-commercial societies is then not that of the public choice theorist. Indeed, nowhere is his departure from public choice clearer than in the very passages about knavery in politics that are taken to anticipate public choice themes. The point about knavery in politics is simply misread if it is understood as an early statement of the public choice principles. Indeed it is alrnost the opposite. Where the public choice theorist sees the problern as one of consistently applying a picture of a self-seeking individual to the public domain, against those who would see the public domain as one of benign actors, Hume's problern is the reverse: why it is that people who are honourable in pursuit of their private life cease to be so in the public domain. His point is one that applies solely to the political and concerns the behaviour of men when they act in parties, such that the countervailing check of personal honour is absent: "rnen are generally more honest in their private than their public capacity, and will go greater lengths to serve a party, than when their own private interest is alone concerned. Honour is a great check upon rnankind: But where a considerable body of men act together, this check is, in a great rneasure, removed , .. " ('Of the Independency of Parliament', Hume 1985, 43} Hume's claim about knavery depends upon variation in motivational structures in different institutional settings, not their constancy.
My point here is not that all of Hume's claims in political economy and theory are true. I believe many are false. For example, his claims about the universality of avarice are at best exaggerated. My point is rather that Hume's work shows a sensitivity to the relationships between institutional setting and motivation, and that this sensitivity owes something to the relative transparency of the plurallangnage of vices and virtues that he employs which is lost in the transformation into the langnage of self-interest, egoism and utility-maximisation. The former renders explicit distinctions that are fudged in the langnage of self-interest, egoism and altruism in which the discussion of rational choice theory is framed. Public choice arguments in particular commit fallacies of equivocation that translation into the older langnage makes transparent.
The claim that assumptions about self-interested motivations of agents in market can be generalised to all social spheres draws some of its plausibility from an equivocation about 'self-interest'. In explanations of the behaviour of actors in the market it is used in a narrow sense to refer to specific motivations that drive accumulation-the passion for gain or avarice. The assumption of self-interest in general equilibrium theory amounts to an assumption of nonsatiation: given a choice between a smaller and larger bundle of commodities, the agent always chooses the larger (Arrow/Hahn 1971, 78; Haussman 1992). Even if this claim is true of market actors, it is far from clear that it can be generalised to other spheres. Indeed, once the utility functions assumed in different social settings are unpacked public choice accounts are far more traditional than is normally supposed. In the political domain, for example, the individual is taken to be driven by ambition, not avarice. Bureauerats aims to maximise the size of their bureau budget, since that is correlated with their utility understood in terms of personal promotion and advancement (Niskanen 1973, 22-3}. Politicians offer goods to different interest groups since they aim at power. In other spheres such as science, the utility function is defined in terms of the desire for recognition, and · so on. As the institution changes so does the utility function that is invoked. 12 Reference to 'self-interest' or 'maximisation of expected utility' disguises the diversity of motivations and possible conflicts between them that are explicit when the langnage of avarice and ambition is employed. Vice and virtue terms describe dispositions of character to involve specific desires and feelings towards particular objects: ambition, for power; avarice, for material gain; vanity, for recognition or glory. As such the older terms like "avarice", "vanity", "ambition'.', and "pride" describe dispositions of character and are clearly associated with different institutional settings. Hence, they render clearer conflicts between different motivations that are associated with institutional conflicts. Classical economic theory of the kind found in Hume is in consequence more sensitive than modern neo-classical theory to conflicts in motivation across institutions.
The plausibility of the public choice claim for the universality of selfinterest as a motivation across different institutions draws much of its strength on an equivocation between the narrow sense of the term as it is used in explanations of market behaviour and a wider sense in which it appears in the basic axioms of neo-classical theory . It is possible for the defender of the claim to retreat to a general sense of 'self-interest' or 'the maximisation of expected utility' in which it is understood as the pursuit of preference-satisfaction, given some constraints of consistency on preferences. However, thus understood, the claim that the assumption of self-interest can be generalised to explain behaviour in different spheres may well be true but it begs the explanatory questions. Seif-interest in this general sense has the same logical attributes that Butler and Hume note of 'self-love' understood in its broad sense. The concept refers to a second-order motivation that is parasitic on prior first-order motivations. Without some specification what persans take to be in their interests or what their preferences are the concept is empty: "Were there no appetite of any kind antecedent to self-love, that propensity could scarcely ever exert itself ... " Appeal to 'self-interest' without reference to the prior motivation will be explanatorily inert. Once these are specified appeal to self-interest begs the explanatory questions. In different institutional contexts an individual's conceptions of their interests will shift. In particular in non-market institutional spheres, interests and preferences will differ from those expressed in markets. Where markets are introduced into non-market spheres, the consequence will often be a shift in persons' conceptions of their interest. The shift is evident not just in the transition from pre-commercial to commercial society, but also in the shifting boundaries of markets within modern market economies. For example, the interests of the scientist in institutions that follow the norms of Mertonian science will not be the same as those of a scientist in institutions governed by commercial norms: a self-interested act in the former-publishing a novel result in peer-reviewed journal-might be an altruistic act in the latter in which a patent rather than publication is the object of an individual's interests. 13 Constancy of the kind that public choice theory assumes cannot be sustained.
Can Choices be Inconsistent?
"Reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions, and can never pretend to any other office than to serve and obey them .. . A passion . .. contains not any representative quality, which renders it a copy of any other existence or modification . . . 'Tis impossible, therefore, that this passion can be oppose'd by, or be contradictory to truth and reason; since this contradiction consists in the disagreement of ideas, consider'd ~ copies, with those objects, which they represent." (Hume 1978, II.iii.3) lt might be objected with some justice that the arguments of the last section, while they might raise difficulties for public choice theory, do not tauch the core of rational choice theory. The core of rational choice theory is not the idea of self-interest or egoism, but that of rational choice. The justification of rational choice typically appeals to a modified Humeanism. Where Hume allows preferences to be guided by reason in just two ways-in ascertaining the existence of the object of the preferenceandin instrumentally finding the means to preference satisfaction 14 -the rational choice theorist adds a thirdthat of consistency. The theory is built upon the notion of rational· choice. Preferences, understood as dispositions to choose, must be consistent. One basic constraint of consistency is taken to be that of transitivity. Preferences must be transitive. If an individual prefers a to b and b to c then transitivity entails they prefer a to c. Since preferences are understood as dispositions to choose-preferences are revealed in choice-the constraint of consistency is taken normally to rule out intransitive cycles of choice: if an individual given a choice from a set { a, b} would choose a, and given a set {b, c} would choose b, then transitivity enjoins that given { c, a} a rational agent would choose 14 Hence Hume's well-known continuation of the passage that opens this section: "What may at first occur on this head, is, that as nothing can be contrary to truth or reason, except what has a reference to it, and as. the judgments of our understanding only have this reference, it must follow, that passions can be contrary to reason only so far as they are accompany'd with some judgment or opinion. According to this principle, which is so obvious and natural, 'tis only in two senses, that any affection can be call'd unreasonable. First, When a passion, such as hope or fear, grief or joy, despair or security, is founded on the Supposition or the existence of objects, which really do not exist. Secondly, When in exerting any passion in action, we chuse means insufficient for the design'd end, and deceive ourselves in our judgment of causes and effects. Where a passion is neither founded on false Suppositions, nor chuses means insufficient for the end, the understanding can neither justify nor condemn it. 'Tis not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world to the scratching of my finger ... 'Tis as little contrary to reason to prefer even my own acknowledge'd lesser good to my greater, and have a more ardent affection for the former than the latter ... In short, a passion must be accompany'd with some false judgment, in order to its being unreasonable; and even then 'tis not the passion, properly speaking, which is unreasonable, but the judgment." (Hume 1978, II.iii.3) a. The assumption thus stated has been the object of a number of putative counter-examples. To follow are some brief examples: 15
Multi-criteria Choices
I am applying for three jobs A, B, and C, and I am comparing them across three value dimensions, u, the intrinsic interest of the job itself, v, the location of the job, and w, the friendliness of the colleagues. Suppose the following value-assignments hold:
If I apply the majority decision rule-given a choice, choose the job that is the best on most dimensions-choices will be intransitive. Offered a choice between A and B I would choose A; offered a choice between B and C I would choose B; offered a choice between C and AI would choose C.
Regret
Judy is offered a choice of birthday treats. Given a choice between going to the city (C) and a garden party (GP), she would choose the city-the garden party would be more fun but it would be disastraus if it was wet, and so she plumps for the visit to the city which is unaffected by the weather. Given the choice of a house party (HP) and going to the city, she chooses the house party. Neither will be affected by the weather and the party more fun. However, when given the choice of house party and garden party she chooses the garden party. While it may be disastraus if it rains, she knows she will deeply regret having chosen the house party if the sun is shining. She knows she just couldn't bear the possible regret and so given the third choice she decides to minimise expected regret and chooses the garden-party. Her choices form an intransitive cycle: C from {C,GP}; HP from {C,HP}; GP from {GP,HP}ia
Gontext Dependence
You are a guest at someone's house. After a wonderful meal you wait for the fruit: given a choice between a small apple (S) and an orange (0), you would choose the orange; given the choice between an orange and a large apple (L) you would choose the large apple; but given the choice between a large apple and a small apple, constraints of politeness enter and you choose the smaller apple: 0 from {8,0}, L from {L,O} and S from {S,L}P
Epistemic Dependence
At a hotelbreakfast you are offered a choice between porridge (P) and scrambled egg (E). While well-done scrambled eggs are your perfect start to the day, you choose porridge as you know from bitter experience just how soggy hotel scrambled eggs can be. The waiter takes your order, but then emerges and teils you that there is a special that day-salmon (S). Would you prefer salmon to porridge? You are about to choose salmon when the chef comes in embarrassment. Porridge is off-the kitchen is out. So it's a choice of salmon and scrambled eggs. You choose scrambled eggs. Having discovered that the chef can cook salmon, you trust his capacity to cook scrambled eggs. The menu of choices of itself conveys information which effects the choice made: P, from {P,E}; S from {S,P}; E from {S,E}. 18
How damaging are such apparent counter-examples? In all these cases it is possible to save the assumption of transitivity of preferences by redescribing the object of choice in a way that relativises it to the set from which the choice is made: a-from the-set-{ a, b} is different object of choice from a-from-the-set-{ c, a }. If one relativises all descriptions of objects to the choice set from which they are made, any intransitive cycle of choice can be redescribed in ways in which transitivity is not violated (Anand 1993, 103ff) . As a generat strategy this has the problern of rendering the transitivity axiom trivially true and no Ionger of normative force: no choicßs could ever violate it. However in at least some of the cases above one can see independent rationale for why the objects of choice might be described differently as the set from which they are chosen changes. Consider the final three cases. In the second, HP-from-{GP, HP}, since it involves risk of the state of affairs of having chosen a party in the house regretting you didn't have it in the garden, does describe a different state of affairs from H P-from-{ HP, C} in which the additional feature of risk of regret is not present. In the third, in one case one prefers a-small-appleand-being-polite to a large-apple-and-being-impolite, whereas in the other choices the additional feature of impoliteness does not feature: one prefers a big-apple-and-being-polite to an orange-and-being-polite, and an-orange-andbeing-polite over a-small-apple-and-being-polite. Likewise in the fourth case to choose E-from-{ S, E} is to choose a scrambled egg with information that it is weil cooked whereas to choose E-from-{ P, E} is to choose a scrambled egg without that information. Redescription might save transitivity of preferences. It does not thereby save transitivity of choices. Descriptions of choice under the standard behaviourist interpretation of neo-classical economics are extensional, not intensional. If you choose an object under one description you have chosen it under every description. Descriptions of preferences are intensional. If you prefer an object under one description it does not follow that you prefer it under another. Insisting that an object or state of affairs is chosen under a particular description, while it may not rule out intransitive cycles of choice, can save the transitivity of preferences, since it is under one description rather than another that an object is preferred. However, the strategy of relativising descriptions to the set from which choice is marle also creates a distance between choice and preference. Given the completeness axiom in rational choice theory, preferences can no Ionger be understood as dispositions to choose. Given the completeness axiom it has to assumed that an agent has a preference between a-from-the-set-{a,b} and a-from-the-set-{c,a}. However, there can be no disposition to choose between a-from-the-set-{ a, b} and a-from-theset-{ c, a} for the choice is not possible. 19 There is a more general point here about the very notion of consistent choices that the examples raise. What makes the apparent counter-examples to transitivity problematic is that there appears to be no failure of consistency in the reasoning that Ieads to the intransitive cycle of choices. So in what sense is there an inconsistency here at all? There is as Sen (1995) has noted something odd about the very idea that choices of themselves can be consistent or inconsistent. Acts of choosing themselves cannot be either consistent or inconsistent, since they are not the kinds of things that could be. They have no truth-value. However, this is true not just of choices but also of preferences if they are understood in a Humean fashion. On the Humean view to have a reason for an action is to have a belief and desire, where the desire provides the motivational push, the belief provides guidance to the appropriate object. Beliefs alone have no motivating force, the desires no representational content. For Hume passions or preferences cannot be unreasonable because they do not represent states of the world and hence cannot true or false: '"Tis impossible, therefore, that . . . passion can be opposed by, or be Contradietory to truth and reason." For the same reason, given a Humean view, neither can they be consistent or inconsistent. Only judgements or beliefs can be inconsistent, not passions or preferences. Only if one takes expressions of preferences to be expressions of judgement, and hence statements with a truth-value can the constraint of consistency apply at all. However, that would be to reject the Humean psychology from which rational choice theory begins. Constraints of consistency on preference cannot be married with a Humean model of the agent (cf. Broome 1993).
The problem here is not simply that rational choice theory is not Humean, but that under standard interpretations it may not be coherent. lt at least faces a prima facie dilemma. Consider the claims of the form: 'I prefer a to b', 'I prefer b to c' and 'I prefer c to a'. lf those statements are given a non-cognitivist interpretation-they express attitudes, they do not express judgements-then the statements have no truth-value and cannot be inconsistent. The agent may express desires that confiict with each other in the sense that they cannot all be satisfied, and in certain contexts, say when presented with a Dutch book, they may lead to a dilemmas. However, there is no question of contradiction here. lf on the other hand they are taken to be inconsistent, they need to be understood under a cognitivist interpretation. They express judgements say of the relative goodness or expectations of the relative goodness of different items under some set of covering values. Given a cognitivist interpretation of claims of relative goodness, then statements of this form do have a truth-value and can be inconsistent with each other. Given more contentious assumptions, e.g. that the relation 'better than' is logically transitive, then it may follow that intransitive preferences involve inconsistencies. However, once we are in the domain of truth and falsity, not only consistency between preferences, but also the other resources of rational argument can tell for or against preferences. The introduction of consistency is a bridgehead for a wider role for reason. These observations clearly raise large meta-ethical questions. However, whatever meta-ethical direction one follows, rational choice theory on standard interpretations is unsatisfactory. lt has to allow either a lesser or greater role for reason than that of consistency. 20 
